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Iron Harbor Open Market

Open Market – Americas

In our previous Open Market monthly analyses, our economic outlook
included each of the three major global regions (the Americas, Europe, and
Asia) in one single document. We have decided to change the format of
our monthly and produce three separate documents each focusing on a
single region. We believe this will allow for greater depth of analysis and
increased clarity.

In Open Market–Americas, we will focus initially on four economies: the US,
Canada, Mexico, and Brazil. Our outlook for each of these major economies

encompasses analysis of key opportunities and risks in both currency and
sovereign debt markets and interest rate derivative products. We believe
that the content and structure of our analysis will provide investors with the
means to identify the key macroeconomic trends that will impact a broad
range of asset classes over time.

Gravelle Pierre, CFA
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US Economic Outlook

Outlook: We are shifting our short-term outlook for the dollar from neutral to
strongly positive due to the significant pull-back in the dollar over the past
several weeks. Over all horizons, the dollar will benefit from better relative US
economic performance, less rapid yuan appreciation, and tighter rate
differentials. Although speculative dollar futures positions, categorized as
non-commercial reportable accounts in the Commitment of Traders report,
remain near all-time highs, risk-reversals (a put-call measure) indicate that

some degree of overly bearish non-dollar sentiment has been cleared out.

Over the long-term, the outlook for the dollar is less clear. Ongoing reserve
currency diversification and the reversal of structural imbalances could
exhibit ongoing pressure on the dollar while economic outperformance
relative to other developed economies could be dollar supportive.

Monetary Policy: The market has incorrectly interpreted the January FOMC
statement. Minutes to the meeting will not be released until mid-February
and will provide a better context for understanding the Committee’s
decision. For now, however, we review what was actually said in the

statement, the rate policy outlook, and comments by Chairman Bernanke
during the press conference. We think there is a significant divide between
what the FOMC said and what the market heard.

What the market heard… What was actually said…

Rates will remain unchanged until the end of 2014.

“…economic conditions--including low rates of

resource utilization and a subdued outlook for

inflation over the medium run--are likely to warrant

exceptionally low levels for the federal funds rate at

least through late 2014.” [FOMC Statement]

However…

 “…we will continue to look at the data.”

[press conference]

 “…it will still be necessary for the committee

to exercise collective judgment.” [press

conference]

 “…our ability to forecast three to four years

out is limited...” [press conference]

 “…it is possible that we may be too optimistic

or too pessimistic and will have to adjust our

forecast and policy expectations.” [press

conference]

 Six members of the Committee believe that

the appropriate timing of the first rate hike

will likely be 2013.
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US Economic Outlook

Monetary Policy (cont): The market
is making a big mistake here. It has
wrongly interpreted Fed comments
as some type of assurance or
commitment that rates will be held
low through the end of 2014. The
only thing the Fed is committed to is

making decisions based on
available data. The Fed is not
guaranteeing low rates. The market,
however, is pricing zero per cent
interest rates through the beginning
of 2014 and less than one +25bp
rate hike through early 2015.
Perhaps the market casually expects

a continuation of the same outsized gains to the lowest-risk assets that
occurred in 2011. Nevertheless, we believe there is substantial asymmetric
risk that the data trend will pick-up sufficiently at some point within the next

six months and lead both the market and the Fed to re-price its rate
expectations.

Economic Data: The overall trend in
economic data continued to
improve over the last month but in
some cases remains mixed. On the
consumer side, confidence is roaring
back even though retail sales

slowed in 4Q2011. Wage and salary
growth has steadily improved as job
growth has picked up. We are
closely tracking the move lower in
household interest payments as a
percentage of disposable personal
income, which is now at eleven-
year lows. We believe this is the best

evidence illustrating that US households have made significant progress in
repairing their balance sheets. In the business sector, activity was broadly
stable while industrial production and manufacturing cooled in 4Q2011.

Business confidence surveys have continued to expand, albeit at a
moderate pace.
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US Economic Outlook

Economic Data (cont): The January jobs data was very solid and has
provided the remaining evidence that the economy is now progressing
confidently through the business cycle. We will take a more in-depth look in
our US Economic Quarterly Outlook, but two aspects of the January numbers
stand out. First, goods producing job growth was at two-year highs and the
trend in manufacturing and construction bode very favorably to overall
activity. Second, state and local government job loss is trending quickly

lower and has steadily become less of a drag on overall numbers. We
believe that the recovery has now fully incorporated the stepwise impact of
deleveraging and that jobs and profit growth will resume their long-term
trend growth rate.

Fiscal Policy/Balance of Payments: The payroll tax cut negotiations in
Washington have received little attention thus far. The deadline for a deal is

February 29th. Given the brinksmanship in recent US political dialogue, we
expect an uptick in volatility as this date nears.

What to Watch: There are three reasons why the dollar has weakened in the
past month. First, the situation in Europe has become less acute due primarily
to the ECB’s three-year liquidity program (LTRO). As we noted last month, the
ECB has effectively loosened the time constraint imposed on policy makers
for designing a credible solution. Second, the market has interpreted the
recent FOMC statement as very dovish; this is often the catalyst for dollar
selling in favor of higher-yielding assets. Finally, the data trend around the
globe has picked-up notably and has further contributed to the shift into

more risky assets.
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US Economic Outlook

What to Watch (cont): If continued progress is made in Europe and stability
gradually returns, we expect financial markets to again assume a more
nuanced approach to asset allocation from what is presently a binary risk-
on/risk-off orientation. The dollar should eventually benefit from such a shift
as the US economy is poised to outperform Europe over the medium-term.

In addition to developments in Europe, we are focusing on the Chinese

yuan. In December, Chinese authorities communicated to the market their
intention to keep the value of the yuan stable in 2012. Less rapid yuan
appreciation, or even depreciation, is one of the tools China could use to
ease policy over the next several quarters; such a move could result in
medium-term dollar strength. The politics of yuan policy could be tricky,
however, as 2012 is a US election year.
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Canadian Economic Outlook

Outlook: Our outlook on the Canadian dollar is unchanged from last month.
We think there is room for modest CAD appreciation against a wide basket
of currencies in the short-term, but we are waiting to see a pick-up in the
data trend for confirmation. There is room for concern in the recent
economic data that may drive CAD volatility. We still expect that Canada
will generally benefit from an improving US growth outlook.

Over the longer term, we are cautiously optimistic on CAD and expect that

Canada’s role as an energy and agricultural products exporter to benefit the
currency as global growth stabilizes over the next twelve-to-eighteen
months.

Monetary Policy: The Bank of Canada (BOC) expressed no substantial
change in outlook at the January 17 policy meeting. The BOC assumes that
European authorities will resolve the debt crisis while acknowledging the
downside risk. The outlook on the domestic economy was marginally more
upbeat as the Bank sees better consumer spending and housing activity due
to ―very favorable financing conditions‖. The only real change was that the
Bank moved its estimate of the economy’s return to full capacity forward to

3Q13 from 4Q13. This implies that the Bank will engage in some degree of
policy tightening in anticipation of the return to full capacity.

The market is now pricing no change in rates through the next year.

Economic Data: The trend in
Canadian economic data has been
somewhat mixed over the past
month. The two measures of
leading indicators we use (OECD

and Statistics Canada) show a
rather substantial divergence in
November with the StatsCan
number indicating a sharp move
higher that is not yet reflected in the
OECD measure. We prefer the
OECD measure even though the
component list is narrower because
it eliminates much of the month-to-
month volatility of the StatsCan
index. The OECD indicator does not

yet signal a turn in momentum in the
Canadian economy.
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Canadian Economic Outlook

Economic Data (cont): A quick review of individual data series suggests that
the outlook may be somewhere between the pessimistic OECD leading
indicator and the optimistic StatsCan measure. Employment growth is
rapidly deteriorating but the Ivey Employment sub-index is showing a much
brighter hiring outlook. Production numbers have broadly improved since
mid-2011 and the headline Ivey PMI roundly supports an ongoing
improvement in the trend. Headline inflation has softened a bit, but is not

likely to show any easing until manufacturing capacity eases more
significantly. Finally, the trend in the external sector is encouraging despite
the strengthening Canadian dollar. In December, total merchandise exports
expanded at the fastest pace since January 2011 while the momentum of
foreign purchases of Canadian securities continues at a steady pace. More
generally, the goods and services balance of trade data is once again
improving.

Fiscal Policy/Balance of Payments: The Canadian government recently
revised its target date for a balanced federal budget from early 2015 to mid
2015. The deficit is presently 5.5% of GDP. The Conservative government has
pledged to achieve this goal by civil service attrition and modest spending
cuts.

Through 2Q2011, Canada’s current account balance registered -3.2% but
may improve slightly in Q3 as a result of better export growth. Given the
uncertainty regarding the US outlook, it seems that Canada is doing just fine

with net merchandise exports to the US at 10-month highs.
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Canadian Economic Outlook 

What to Watch/Current Market Positioning: Short CAD$ is a less crowded
trade than it was a month ago as evidenced by the move in three-month risk
reversals, but positioning in the futures markets reveals that bearish sentiment
persists. We expect that Canada will benefit from a better US outlook, but
we are keeping a close eye on US consumers.

Market expectations are mixed for CAD$:

• Overnight Index Swaps (OIS) markets are flat over the next twelve
months.

• Commitment of Traders (COT) report reveals that non-commercial
net positions are fairly short CAD$

• Three-month risk reversals are now much closer to historical levels
and reflect a more optimistic CAD outlook amongst a segment the
market.
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Brazilian Economic Outlook

Outlook: We are less pessimistic in our Brazil outlook than previously. While
we expect a modest global growth environment in 2012, there appears to
be a fair amount of underlying momentum in Brazil that we anticipate will
spur economic activity there. The level of unmet demand within Brazil and
the size of the internal market should insulate it from temporary fluctuations in
global activity.

Monetary Policy: As widely expected, the Copom again reduced the Selic
overnight rate another 50bps to 10.5% in mid January. Notably, the
Committee made no meaningful changes in its statement of monetary
policy which suggests that another 50bp cut will likely occur at its March 7th

policy meeting.

The real fireworks, however, were the minutes to the January meeting which
indicated that the Copom sees a high probability of single-digit interest rates
where most economists had expected a halt to rate cuts at 10%. The Bank
has communicated that it expects external developments to contribute to
the moderation of inflation back towards the 4.5% midpoint in 2012. Given

the growth of real payrolls, historically low levels of unemployment and
continued credit expansion, inflation is at 6.5% which is the very high end of
the target range.

Economic Data: Although we are
less pessimistic in our outlook on
Brazil, the OECD Composite Leading
Indicator (CLI) index advises
caution. Of the six components in
the CLI, two measure manufacturing

trends, which are suffering in part
due to the strength of the real. A
third component measures trade
with the EU which comprises 21% of
total Brazilian exports. Although
Brazil exports to Asia (28% of total
exports) or within Latin America (24%
of total exports) might be a more
intuitive leading measure, EU trade

links also capture an aspect of European bank financing to Brazil; an
important source of lending. Despite the worsening trend in several of the

OECD components, however, there are some notably bright spots within the
domestic economy.
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Brazilian Economic Outlook 

Economic Data (cont): The consumer sector in Brazil was fairly strong through
November, but we are more interested in seeing if the gain in momentum
can be sustained into 2012. For now, record low unemployment, improving
consumer confidence, and steady loan growth are likely to continue
providing support to household spending. In addition, fiscal measures which
loosened the cost of borrowing for consumer loans last November may
continue to boost sentiment.

The data trend in production is improving largely on the back of a strong
uptick in services output. The January PMI numbers were at the best levels
since early 2011. The HSBC Services PMI index recorded its strongest gain

since early 2010 and there is presently solid momentum in new orders and
employment growth. We are attuned to the potential fallout of the weather-
related collapse in iron ore production that occurred in January but
anticipate solid momentum in business activity despite a weaker outlook

for manufacturing.

Inflation in Brazil, as with most other
economies, will report lower over
the next several months as the
impact of sharply higher global oil
and food prices in early 2011 is felt in

the twelve-month comparisons.
Furthermore, IPCA expectations are
moving lower. Still, the recent trend
in Brazil is not wholly reassuring.
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Brazilian Economic Outlook

Economic Data (cont): While the headline year-on-year IPCA has moved
lower each of the last three months, the larger CPI basket measures have
been remarkably sticky. Food and house price inflation picked up
noticeably at year-end while transportation was flat sequentially.

Fiscal Policy/Balance of Payments (cont): Finance Minister Guido Mantega
recently reconfirmed the government’s target 2012 primary budget target of

$80.5 billion in the hope that it creates more space for monetary easing. He
further indicated that despite plans to increase spending in 2012, the
government would remain within prudent limits.

Fiscal policy in Brazil requires special attention because the large increase in
spending over the past several years was the main driver of Brazilian inflation.
Brazil aggressively increased spending during the global financial crisis but
was slow to decrease it as global growth returned in 2010. In December
2011, the government announced a new round of fiscal policy stimulus
although the amounts appear to be limited. Policymakers have referred to
the current round of stimulus measures as ―narrowly focused‖ and not

intended as a signal of change in policy mix—meaning that monetary
policy, and not fiscal policy, will lead the charge in stimulating growth in
2012.

Brazil’s external sector has been
relatively steady but could prove
worrisome if net exports start to slow.
The current account deficit is
holding firm at -2% of GDP and net
FDI has been mostly even. Growth

in foreign currency reserves has also
remained strong.

What to Watch: Brazilian consumer
confidence, commodity exports,
government regulations requiring
local content on mining contracts.
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Mexican Economic Outlook

Outlook: Over all time horizons, we are very constructive on both the peso
and the Mexican economy particularly if we see a continuation of
macroeconomic reforms and a broadening of the export base.

Monetary Policy: The outlook for monetary policy in Mexico seems pretty
straightforward. If price pressures abate, Banco de Mexico (BdM) might
have room to ease. If price pressures do not ease, it is unlikely that the Bank
will loosen outside of a serious downturn in global activity. This was the
essence of what the Bank communicated at its January 20th policy meeting.
The Bank has firmly communicated its desire to see inflation return to the 3.0%
target (from 3.8% at present) and looks comfortable in maintaining current
policy rates until it achieves that objective.

The minutes to the January meeting were released last Friday and indicate
that the BdM is now split in its outlook for rates with some members expecting

worsening (higher) trends in inflation.

Economic Data: In early January,

several Mexican data points hit the
tapes and were interpreted as
somewhat soft. The data that
caught headline attention,
however, was from October. It is
well established that the soft patch
in the beginning of 4Q has since
turned higher as evidenced by US

PMI and the JPM Global PMI. So,
while the Mexican GDP proxy, the
Index of Global Economic Activity
(IGAE) and fixed investment were a
touch softer, that should not come

as a complete surprise. We think the trend in the IMEF business sentiment
indicators are likely more appropriate measures by which to assess the
medium-term trend in the economy; this set of data points to a more positive
outlook. The trend in industrial production numbers, on the other hand, is a
little shaky. We are looking forward to December industrial production, to be
released in mid-February, to confirm the business sentiment indicators.
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Mexican Economic Outlook 

Economic Data (cont): On the
consumer side, the trend is stable.
Same-store sales, while a bit choppy
month-to-month, are holding steady

while consumer confidence is
relatively healthy. January numbers
for both of these series are important
to separate sustainable demand
growth from year-end optimism in the
retail sector. To sum up, little has
occurred in Mexico in the past month
to affect our medium-term favorable
outlook of the economy and the
peso.
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Fiscal Policy/Balance of Payments: The Mexican government recently

passed a budget that produces a deficit of 0.4% of GDP excluding Pemex
investments. Although it is the third deficit in three years, the rating agencies
seem comfortable with the relatively modest levels especially in the context
of global comparisons.

In the external sector, Mexican fundamentals look sturdy despite
questionable global demand growth. Current account numbers are softer
but are showing no signs of deteriorating while 2Q FDI was steady. More
importantly, foreign holdings of Mexican debt have been surprisingly resilient.
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Mexican Economic Outlook

Fiscal Policy/Balance of Payments (cont): We are broadly optimistic on
Mexico and expect that underlying fundamentals make Mexico much more
resilient to a pull-back in global activity. There are, however, medium-term
issues which bear close attention. First, the public sector is significantly
exposed to the fluctuations of the oil market as oil revenues are the
predominant source of revenue for the central government. According to

the OECD, oil income accounts for approximately one-third of government
receipts. At the same time, oil production at the state-owned Pemex has
steadily declined and is nearly 1.3% lower through September than over the
same period last year. In addition to a shift in policy which encourages
private investment in the country’s oil industry, structural reform that widens
the tax base, improves competitiveness, and increases non-oil tax revenues
would be beneficial to fiscal stability.

What to Watch: Mexico might be able to weather the storm of another crisis, 
but like every other country, they were better equipped in 2008/2009 than 
they are at present.  Although currency reserves are substantially larger now, 

there is also much less room for monetary and fiscal policy easing.  

Market expectations are relatively positive for the peso.

• COT shows Mexican longs building, but still at modest levels.

• Three-month risk reversals are closer to trend, but still reveal MXN puts
are expensive to calls on an historical basis.
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Appendix B

OECD Composite leading Indicators

In addition to our own primary research, we utilize OECD CLI data as an ongoing point of

reference. OECD CLIs can provide information regarding likely turning points in economic

activity and are based on levels of production, changes in economic activity, and expectations

of future activity.

Gravelle Pierre
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